Let’s get you started on the joys of landscape quilting.
Your group will have chosen 2 pattern options from the photos below.
Order your chosen pattern from those two choices. Each pattern will have it’s own materials list.
Discover the secrets that will bring your landscapes alive. Learn to choose fabrics that will create depth
and dimension in your composition. Play with fabric paints, discharge and over dying to create those realistic hi-lights and shadows. Kathy will demonstrate a mix of appliqué techniques! Begin working on the
landscape pattern of your choice.
Basic sewing supplies for all students.
Sewing machines are not needed in a one day workshop.
Travel iron and extension cord if not provided by venue.
Fine point Sharpie, pencils, and note taking paper.
Paper and fabric scissors. Glue pen for turned edges.
Two options of Appliqué Construction
Many Quilters use a combination of raw edge and fi nished edges in their quilt tops.
Turned under edge Appliqué - for landscape units that will be hand or machine appliquéd to the background..
Apliquick is my favorite method for turning edges and giving each shape more loft and dimension.
I will have all the supplies you need for this method with me for purchase, or you can pre-order from my
web-store.
See a free video on my web site or Youtube for a demonstration.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1B4kh1L_dbg
Raw Edge Appliqué- if you plan to fuse, bring your pre-made background to class.
1.5 yards of Lite Steam a Seam 2 if you plan to fuse your pattern.
Bring a 1/2 yd if you will only be using it for the smaller details in the pattern, and using Apliquick for the
larger pieces that you want to have more dimension).
Pressing sheet if you have one.
Paper scissors

Fabrics: Use Batiks, small scale prints, Stonehenge prints, and small scale novelty nature prints. Avoid
Solids.

